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Translation:

Obama may miss the voice of Southeast Asia
On US President Barack Obama shortening his trip to Singapore, Associate Professor Bridget Welsh from the School of Social Sciences at SMU
commented that the fact is that all leaders in democratic countries have
to put their domestic constituencies first. Hence, attending the Fort Hood
memorial service was important. Singapore being "sacrificed" in favour of
the visits to Japan, China and South Korea is also expected because
northeast Asian economies factor more squarely in this priority because
of North Korea. Prof Welsh also added that the Obama administration is
showing a lack of understanding of Southeast Asia, and there is also a
lack of a clear agenda for policy in the region. Missing key meetings
during APEC could be to his discredit in hearing enough Asian voices,
especially Southeast Asian voices. That said, it is also important to note
however that he is still coming to Singapore and has chosen not to
cancel the visit completely.
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